
Say each word in the box. Are the 
sounds that are related to the sound 

of u always spelled with a u? 

glue      broom      gruesome    true    youth    useless 
humorist       puny     loose     tissue    kangaroo 

neutral      include      gloom      hairdo       choose 
shoot        humor      rumor    renew      cue       hue 

How does your dictionary show the pronunciation 
of each word below? Write the pronunciation as it 

is shown in your dictionary. 

puny 
useless 
renew 
hairdo 
include 
humor 

tissue 
loose 
youth 
neutral 
broom 
cue 

______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________ 

______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________ 



Classify the words from the box by 
placing them next to the most                    

appropriate letters. Do not list words 
next to more than one set of letters. 

glue      broom      gruesome    true    youth    useless 
humorist       puny     loose     tissue    kangaroo 

neutral      include      gloom      hairdo       choose 
shoot        humor         rumor     renew      cue     hue 

oo 
ue 
u 
eu 
ew 
ou 
o 

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________ 
_______________________ 
_______________________ 
_______________________ 



Classify the words from the box by 
placing them next to the most                

appropriate letters.  

oo 
ue 
u 
eu 
ew 
ou 
o 

broom loose kangaroo gloom choose  shoot 
glue  gruesome  true  cue  hue  tissue 
useless humorist include humor rumor puny 
neutral 
renew 
youth 
hairdo 



Change the words below by adding the suffix 
shown in parantheses. 

youth + (ful) = 
humor + (less) = 
use + (ful) = 
gloom + (y) = 

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________ 

Cross off the words in each line that 
do not sound like the other words. 

1. shoot loot shot hoot boot snoop loop book 
troop 

2. chose choose ooze lose loose nose noose  
moose 

3. youth  double  mouth  tooth  booth  truth  truce  
tough 

4. hue cue tissue issue blue antique true beauty 
groom 



1. shoot  loot shot hoot boot snoop  loop  book 
troop 

2.    chose choose ooze lose loose  nose noose  
 moose 
3.    youth double  mouth tooth  booth  truth  truce 
 tough   
4.    hue cue tissue issue blue antique true beauty 
 groom 

Change the words below by adding the suffix 
shown in parantheses. 

youthful 
humorless 
useful 
gloomy 

Cross off the words in each line that 
do not sound like the other words. 


